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N In the first poem of the cycle “Poety” (),
Cvetaeva’s redefinition of the poetic role implies a
perturbation of traditional cosmological models and a
polemic perversion of the axes of cognitive perception.
The rejection of Kantian and Platonic Logos, subverted
by the demiurgic power of poetic logos, points to the
ontological interdependence of textual (word ) and extratextual (world ) reality, whose ordering mechanisms
rely on the dynamics of creative production.
The communion of textual (stich) and extratextual
(stichija) logos entails also the radical rewriting of the
Kantian cognitive frame of phenomenical being, i.e. the
a priori of time and space, polemically substituted with
systematic transcendence of categorial borders.
Cvetaeva’s chaotic refoundation of both poetic and
philosophical kosmos has its semantic nucleus in the
poet-comet, whose path marks the intersection of horizontal (time and space) and vertical (being) axes and
the establishment of a new, voluntaristic cosmology. In
Cvetaeva’s rewriting of the poet, disjunction is functional to re-union, as the rejection of analytical accounts
of reality leads to the re-establishment of the Presocratic
wholeness, the apeiron of the sea-logos. Through the
mediation of the poet, reality ceases to be a juxtaposition of discrete entities, isolated within the borders of
their spatio-temporal environment, and becomes a fluid
continuum in which, as in the sea of poetry, every wave
fuses with the next and survives in it.

I

Po t – izdaleka zavodit req~.
Po ta – daleko zavodit req~.
Planetami, primetami. . . okol~nyh
Pritq rytvinami. . . Medu da i net
On, dae razmahnuvxis~ s kolokol~ni
Krk vymoroqit. . . Ibo put~ komet –
Po tov put~. Razvennye zven~
Priqinnosti – vot svz~ ego! Kverh lbom –

Otqates~! Po tovy zat~men~
Ne predugadany kalendarem.
On tot, kto smexivaet karty,
Obmanyvaet ves i sqet,
On tot, kto spraxivaet s party,
Kto Kanta nagolovu b~et,
Kto v kamennom grobu Bastili
Kak derevo v svoe krase. . .
Tot q~i sledy – vsegda prostyli,
Tot poezd, na kotory vse
Opazdyvat. . .
– ibo put~ komet –
Po tov put~: a, a ne sogreva,
Rv, a ne vzrawiva – vzryv i vzlom, –
Tvo stez, grivasta kriva,
Ne predugadana kalendarem!1

A first glimpse of the cosmological (im)balances shaped
by the poetic logos is contained in the first two lines of
the poem, isolated from the remaining stanzas by means
of their structural and iconic organization:
Po t – izdaleka zavodit req~.
Po ta – daleko zavodit req~.

As the dominant mechanism of intratextual cohesion
is represented by the motif of the path (put´ kometov –
poetov put´), the poem’s intro marks the ideal borders izdaleka-daleko, poet-poeta –, the starting and the ending point of the poetic journey. Structural harmony,
imperceptibly violated by two morphological shifts, relies on the intersection of the horizontal axis of time
and space with the vertical line of being: the polysemic
couple izdaleka-daleko condenses both time and space,
while pointing to their deictic indeterminancy, whereas
poet and reč account for the ontological stratum of this
transitive exchange.
As space and time coexist in an a-deictic junction,
the creative genesis (izdaleka zavodit reč´) emerges as
1

M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija v dvuch tomach, Moskva 1988, I, p. 219.
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both a diachronic and a diatopic act, defying spatial
and temporal classifications. The semantic borders of
the adverb fluctuate to include between the sources of
the poetic logos both past and future experience and an
ideal otherworld, a dimension separated from that of
empirical experience.
References to a horizontal divide between empirical (the others) and poetic (izdaleka) reality, to an ideal
dvoemirie, are made explicit in the third poem of the
cycle, “Čto že mne delat´ slepcu i posynku” ():

Est~ v mire lixnie, dobavoqnye,
Ne vpisannye v okoem.
(Ne qislwims v vaxih spravoqnikah,
Im svaloqna ma – dom)4

No i Rossii malo. Vski po t po suwestvu migrant, dae v Rossii. migrant carstva nebesnogo
i zemnogo ra prirody. Na po te – na vseh ldh
iskusstva – no na po te bol~xe vsego – osoba peqat~ neuta, po kotoro dae v ego sobstvennom dome
– uznaex~ po ta. migrant iz bessmert~ v vrem,
nevozvrawenec v svoe neba5 .

The poet’s alienation from the world6 implies, of necessity, a binary opposition between terrestrial byt, the
domesticity of the cave, and a non-terrestrial home, the
“upper world of the things in themselves”, the ideal
The hierarchical reversal enacted by ontological de- “seventh heaven” transfiguring the warmth of byt into
basement may disclose an overt reference to the Pla- the perfection of bytie 7 . This displaced home synthesizing self-assertion and ascension is the diatopic izdaleka,
tonic myth of the cave:
Socrates: And now, let me give you a parable to show how far our na- the distant cradle of the poetic logos, whose separation
ture is enlightened or unenlightened. Imagine human beings living in space justifies the description of poetry as a process
in an underground cave with an opening upwards towards the light,
which filters into the depth of the cave. These human beings have of translation, a transferring z(avodit) of words between
been here since birth and their legs and necks have been chained so worlds: “Po zi – ue perevod, s rodnogo zyka
Qto e mne delat~, slepcu i posynku
V mire, gde kady i otq i zrq,
Gde po anafemam, kak po nasypm,
Strasti! – Gde nasmorkom
Nazvan – plaq!2

that they cannot move. They can only see what is directly in front of
them since they are prevented by the chains from turning their heads
to either side. At a distance above and behind them is a raised path.
And if you look closely you will see a low wall built along the path,
like the screen used by marionette players to conceal themselves from
the audience while they show their puppets.
Glaucon: I see
Socrates: And do you see men passing behind the wall carrying all
sorts of objects, such as figures of animals, humans made of wood,
stone and various materials which they are holding above the wall?
Glaucon: You have shown me a strange image, and these are strange
prisoners.
Socrates: They are similar to us. For, initially, how could they see
anything but their own shadows, or the shadows of each other, which
the fire projects on the wall of the cave in front of them? [. . . ] And
wouldn’t they see only the shadows of the objects that are being carried by
the men? 3

na quo – bud~ to francuzski, ili nemecki –
nevano.

2
3

Ivi, p. 219.
Plato, The Republic, translated by P. Shorey, Idem, The Collected Dialogues including the Letters, edited by H. Cairns and E. Hamilton, Princeton 1961, pp. 1611–12 [my emphasis].

Pisat~

8

.
In the process of symbolic translation between
worlds-texts, the poet, after experiencing the light
of the upper world (izdaleka, the symbolic sourcetext, Cvetaeva’s “sam jazyk”)9 , cannot accept the shadows projected in the cave, an empirical fragmentation of the wholeness of the idea: “Poqvennost~, nastihi i znaqit perelagat~”

cional~nost~, narodnost~, rasovost~, klassovost~,
4

M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., I, p. 221.
Ivi, p. 364.
6
See also Gumilev’s “Ja i vy”: “Da,  zna,  vam ne para, /
 prixel iz drugo strany” (N. Gumilev, Sobranie sočinenij v
trech tomach, Moskva 1991, I, p. 213) and Majakovskij’s Misterija buff
(–’): “Kto ?  ne iz klassa, ne iz nacii, ne iz plemeni.  videl tridcaty, sorokovo vek”, V.V. Majakovskij,
Sobranie sočinenij v dvenadcati tomach, Moskva 1978, IX, p. 142. Note
that, as in Cvetaeva’s poem, the poet’s spiritual orphanhood (“qto e
mne delat~. . . posynku”) coincides with his otherworldiness (“
videl tridcaty, sorokovo vek”). The image will be brought to
its extreme ideological consequences in Poema konca with the metaphor
of the poet-jew: “Po ty – idy”, M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit.,
I, p. 412.
7
See also Cvetaeva’s “Provoda” cycle (): “I domo: / V nezemno
– / Da mo”, Ivi, p. 217.
8
M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie sočinenij v semi tomach, Moskva 1994, VII, p. 66.
9
See Cvetaeva’s sixth letter to Rilke, Ibidem.

5

The substitution of the “true forms” (plač, strasti) by
shadows (nasmork, anafemy) generates a sense of displacement which points to the terrestrial existence of
the poet as to an exile. An explicit formulation of poetry
as a condition of spiritual emigration from an ineffable
izdaleka is found in “Est´ v mire lišnie, dobavočnye”
() and “Poet i vremja” ():

Dl po ta net rodnogo zyka.
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(zavodit), like a child. The poet is movement: ascension
tol~ko poverhnost~, pervy ili sed~mo slo koi, and descension in space, from the hyperuranic izdaleka
to the cave, regression and progression in time.
iz kotoro po t tol~ko i delaet, qto lezet”10 .
In this respect, a temporal reading of izdaleka has
In a world made of appearances (spectres) – the multitude of target-texts generated by the physical declination its distanced subtext in Cvetaeva’s correspondence with
of the ideal language – his acquired sight is marked as Rilke ():
blindness, thus generating the reversed dialectics slepecRaner Mari Ril~ke! Sme li  tak nazvat~ Vas?
zrjač 11 :

sama sovremennost~, kotoru tvort – vse

to

Socrates: Indeed, imagine what it would be like for him to come
suddenly out of the sun and to return to his old place in the cave.
Would he not be certain to have his eyes full of darkness?
Glaucon: Most assuredly.
Socrates: And while his eyes were filled with darkness and his sight
still weak, if there were a contest in which he had to compete in
measuring the shadows with the prisoners who had never been out
of the cave, would he not be ridiculous? Men would say of him that
his ascent and descent had destroyed his eyesight 12 .

The poet’s izdaleka is the Presocratic whole defying
categorial distinctions, it is being as opposed to entities (shadows), time as opposed to instants, language
as opposed to languages, “tot svet, / Nax [. . . ] ne
bez-, a vse-zyqen”13 . It is “sam jazyk”, the primordial, synesthetical bundle of language condensing sight,
acoustics and odors in a trans-sensorial union. For the
poet to reconquer that union, de-finitions have to become open and borders between worlds-texts have to be
transcended.
Thus, the poet is both a mediator and an iconoclast, a recomposer of time and space and a decomposer
of temporal and spatial divisions14 , reconnected, like
Orpheus’ pieces, in the embrace of Sapho’s hands. The
hand of the poet stretches over distances, shuttles between temporal and spatial beyonds (izdaleka-daleko) to
grab the essence, the embryo, of language and lead it
10
11

“Poet i vremja”. M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., II, p. 364.
In “Poema vozducha” (), transcendence of terrestrial sight signals
the beginning of the poet-flyer’s ascension: “V polnu nevidimost~ / Dae ne teni. [. . . ] Rascediv setqatko / Mir na
se i tvo – Bol~xe ne zapaqka / Oka – krasato”, Ivi, p.

440.
Plato, The Republic. The Collected Dialogues, op. cit., pp. 1611–12 [my
emphasis].
13
“Novogodnee” (). M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., I, p. 261.
14
For the oxymoronic nature of the prototypal poet, Orpheus, see Vj.
Ivanov’s “Orfej” (): “No kto e dl llinov byl Orfe? Prorok teh oboih [Dyonisus and Apollus], i bol~xi

12

Ved~ vy – voploxenna po zi, dolny znat~, qto ue
samo Vaxe im – stihotvorenie. Raner Mari –
to zvuqit po-cerkovnomu – po-detski – po-rycarski.
Vaxe im ne rifmuet s sovremennost~, – ono – iz
proxlogo ili s buduwego – izdaleka 15 .

The identification of the genesis of the poetic word
with a diachronic point on the temporal axis (the past
or future izdaleka) transforms the creative act into the
simultaneous recollection of synchronic and diachronic
fragments, an acmeist “eternal return” of the words of
the past renewed and transfigured into the present16 .
Within this symbolic exchange condensing different
temporal levels, the synchrony of the poet-recollector
and the diachrony of the word coexist in a transtemporal continuum which allows for functional shifts.
In this respect, the dynamics of Cvetaeva’s word
closely resembles the circular mechanism governing
the courses and recourses of Mandel´štamian logos:
“Po zi – plug, vzryvawi vrem tak, qto glubinnye sloi vremeni, ego qernozem, okazyvats
sverhu”17 .

The words of the past (the deeper layers of the soil,
the diachronic izdaleka), by resurfacing in the present
(“sverchu”, the synchronic layer of the poet) through
the mediation of the poet-recollector, defy the linearity of Christian time as a dry succession of separated
instants. Temporal syncretism substitutes for literary
evolutionism, the Darwinistic illusion of a smooth, ineluctable progression of the word towards the ephemerality of sej-čas. The limitations of aesthetic mechanicism, erasing the a-temporal (panchronic) izdaleka from
the cognitive frame of creation and imprisoning poetic
15

M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op. cit., VII, p. 55 [author’s emphasis].
This specifically Mandel´štamian approach to the poetic material is confirmed by the latent subtext of these lines, a passage from “Pis´mo o
russkoj poezii” (): “Itak, ne odnogo po ta bez rodu i pleproroka: ih ipostas~ na zemle, dvuliki, tainstvenny
meni, vse prixli izdaleka i idut daleko”, O. Mandel´štam,
voplotitel~ oboih [. . . ] Orfe – naqalo stro v haose;
Stichotvorenija. Proza, Moskva 2001, p. 527 [my emphasis].
zaklinatel~ haosa i ego osvoboditel~ v stroe”, V.V. Ivanov,
17
Ivi, p. 429.
Sobranie sočinenij v trech tomach, Bruxelles 1973, II, pp. 66–67.
16
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movement into the synchrony of sej-čas, have been out- grows, like a wave, to embrace him. Similarly, the first
verse of the “Magdalina” cycle, “Medu nami dest~
lined by Mandel´štam in “O prirode slova” ():
Dl literatury
volucionna teori osobenno zapovede”, marks the intersection of two, apparently
opasna, a teori progressa prmo-taki ubistvenna.
separate, temporal levels – Magdalene’s and Cveateva’s
Esli posluxat~ istorikov literatury, stowih na
–
and their subsequent fusion within the cycle. Thus,
toqke zreni volcionizma, to poluqaets, qto
pisateli tol~ko i dumat, kak by rasqistit~ dorogu in re-emerging through the word, the past ceases to be
iduwim vperedi seb, a vovse ne o tom, kak vypolnit~ svoe iznennoe delo [. . . ] Teori progressa v a discrete unit within the temporal spectrum: as it unliterature – samy gruby, samy otvratitel~ny dergoes synchronization through the mediation of the
vid xkol~nogo neveestva. Literaturnye formy
poet-recollector, it “gnaws” into the present while emsments, odni formy ustupat mesto drugim. No
21
kada smena, kadoe priobretenie soprovodaets bracing it to form a homogeneous flow. .
utrato, potere. Nikakogo luqxe, nikakogo proCvetaeva’s model is clearly panchronic, as the penegressa v literature byt~ ne moet, hot by prosto
potomu, qto net nikako literaturno maxiny i net trating force of her logos transcends both past and future
starta, kuda nuno skoree drugih doskakat~18 .
constraints by renewing and perpetuating itself in the
The poet’s regression in time – his transtemporal flow of time. Through the multiple temporal stratificajourney towards the embryonic izdaleka of language – tions of the word, the univocity of so-vremennost´ is derepresents a radical rejection of evolutionary accounts finetely erased and transfigured into a vse-vremennost´:
of literature, of the disappearance of the past in the tri- “Vska sovremennost~ v nastowem – sosuwestvoumphant march towards a multitude of ever-changing vanie vremen, koncy i naqala, ivo uzel – kotory
22
(and ever-dying) sej-čas. Renewed and reborn in the tol~ko razrubit~” .
Transcendence of temporal borders through the inembrace of the poet, the past, as in Bergson’s “duration”, is preserved within the flow of time and coexists tertemporal mediation of the poetic word informs also
the second adverb, daleko; the future resurfacing of the
simultaneously with the present:
For our duration is not merely one instant replacing another [. . . ] poet through the word-vector (as opposed to the recolDuration is the continuous progress of the past which gnaws into the lection of the first line) implies the existence of Manfuture and which swells as it advances. And as the past grows without
ceasing, so also there is no limit to its preservation. In reality, the past del´štam’s “distant addressee”, the diachronic interlocuis preserved by itself, automatically. In is entirety, probably, it follows tor of “O sobesednike” (): “Po zi kak celoe
us at every instant; all that we have felt, thought and willed from our
earliest infancy is there, leaning over the present which is about to
join it, pressing against the portals of consciousness that would fain
leave it outside19 .

Bergsonian “duration” imbues Cveateva’s rewriting of
her subtexts, as the reintegration of literary (Hamlet),
historical (Marina Mniszek) and biblical (Mary Magdalene) sources always implies a polyphonic dialogue
between the present and the past which results in the
dynamic intersection of different temporal levels and
different dramatis personae. The Hamlet of the present,
“Gamletom – peretnutym – natugo”20 , in reenacting
through the fictional instrumental case the Hamlet of
the past, is penetrated by its original counterpart, which

vsegda napravlets k bolee ili menee dalekomu,
neizvestnomu adresatu, v suwestvovanii kotorogo
po t ne moet somnevat~s, ne usomnivxis~ v
sebe”23 .

On the other hand, the moving force of the word and
its ability for diachronic projections through the mediation of a reader-interlocutor have been investigated by
Cvetaeva in “Poet i vremja” ():
 ideno i iznenno mogu otstaivat~, otsto,
uxedxee – tam za kraem zemli ostavxees –
21

Vootwe i vsu e/ Ratuex~! Kalif na qas: / Vrem!  teb
minu”, “Chvala vremeni” (), M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit.,
I, p. 226; “O, kak  rvus~ tot mir ostavit~, / Gde matniki
duxi rvut / Gde veqnost~ moe pravit / Razminovenie
minut”, “Minuta” (), Ivi, p. 238.

18

Ivi, p. 445.
19
H. Bergson, The Creative Evolution, New York 1911, p. 407. Cvetaeva
may have got acquainted with Bergson’s theories through Vološin, who
saw the French philosopher lecturing in Paris in ; for this last aspect, see also I. Ševelenko, Literaturnyj put´ Mariny Cvetaevoj, Moskva
2004, p. 317.
20
“Ofelija – Gamletu” (). M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op. cit., II, p. 123.

An explicit rejection of linear time as a dry succession of separated instants is contained in “Chvala vremeni” and “Minuta”, both written a
few months after “Poety”: “Ibo mimo rodilas~ / vremeni!

22

“Poet i vremja” (). M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., II, p. 360 [my
emphasis].
23
O. Mandel´štam, Stichotvorenia, op. cit., p. 443.
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otstaiva, a stihi sami bez moego vedoma i voli
vynost men na peredovye linii. [. . . ] Stihi naxi
deti. Naxi deti starxe nas, potomu qto im dol~xe,
dal~xe it~. Starxe nas iz buduwego. Po tomu nam
inogda i qudy24 .

This complex dialectics between poet and logos,
their mutual transitivity through time and space, is
condensed in the double morpho-semantic shift poetpoeta/reč-reč. Morpho-semantic inversion points to the
interconnection – the communion – between the two
axes of the creative act and to their functional interchangeability: both emerge as either creators or creata. This reversal of fixed roles, which relies on the
panchrony of the word – a child older than its parents –,
discloses a hint to the misterious dynamics of the writing process. In fact, as Cvetaeva observes in “Iskusstvo
pri svete sovesti” ():



the distant uterus of izdaleka and led by the hand (zavodit) into the world-text, a child who grows to take its
parents gently by the hand and lead them through the
infinite succession of worlds-texts to come. Za ruku:
like Puškin with the young Cvetaeva down the mountains of Crimea26 , like Cvetaeva with the dead Rilke,
through the river Styx, towards that third entity transcending life and death. In the incessant conjoinments
of hands (zavodit), bridging the gaps between time and
space, nothing can disappear or be swallowed by the voracious “machine of literature”: every poet, every word
resurrects and transcends distances, carried in the gentle
hands of other poets, other words.
Nam ostaets tol~ko im:
Qudesny zvuk, na dolgi srok,
Primi e ladonm moim
Peresypaemy pesok27 .

Robost~ hudonika pered vew~. On zabyvaet qto
pixet ne on. Slovo mne Vqeslava Ivanova (Moskva,
1920 g., ubedal men pisat~ roman) – “Tol~ko
naqnite! Ue s tret~e stranicy vy ubedites~, qto
nikako svobody net”, to est~: okaus~ vo vlasti
vewe, to est~ vo vlasti demona, to est~ tol~ko pokorno slugo [. . . ] Nedarom kady iz nas po okonqanii: “Kak to u men qudno vyxlo!” – nekogda “Kak
to  qudno sdelal!”. Ne qudno vyxlo, a qudom –
vyxlo, vsegda qudom vyxlo, vsegda blagodat~, dae
esli ee posylaet ne bog25 .

The functional transition poet-poeta – from agent to
object, from possessor to possessed (pišet, ne on) – cannot be disjuncted from the ontological implications symbolized by linguistic flection: in modifying its form
through declination (poet-poeta), the poet’s being is
marked as transient, phenomenical - mortal – as opposed to the immutability of reč, which undergoes a
functional metamorphosis without altering its essence.
The paradoxical panchrony of the logos is embodied A corollary to its panchrony, the immortality of the poin its trans-temporal ambivalence: it is both a child, etic logos contaminates its mortal counterpart – the poet
the product of a creative act, and “older than its par- – through the dynamics of their symbolic exchange.
ents”, a potential, ever-existing demiurge. In synthe- Thus, in the flow of hands, the eternal cycle of the seasizing different temporal levels and annihilating conse- logos28 , the poet survives – surfaces – through the word,
quentiality, the word emerges as the archè which preex- which, like a wave, trans-ports (za-vodit) him beyond
ists (izdaleka), embraces and survives (daleko) phenom- the temporal borders of his empirical existence. The
enal being. The word is the embryo eradicated from metaphoric translation, marking the (eternal) return of
24

M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., II, p. 366 [my emphasis]. For an
analogous conception of the written word as of a creature indipendent
from its demiurge, see also Plato’s Phaedrus: “Socrates: I cannot help
feeling, Phaedrus, that writing is unfortunately like painting; for the
creations of the painter have the attitude of life, and yet if you ask them
a question they preserve a solemn silence. And the same may be said of
speeches. You would imagine that they had intelligence, but if you want
to know anything and put a question to one of them, the speaker always
gives one unvarying answer. And when they have been once written
down they are tumbled about anywhere among those who may or may
not understand them, and know not to whom they should reply, to
whom not: and, if they are maltreated or abused, they have no parent to
protect them; and they cannot protect or defend themselves”, translated
by R. Hackforth. The Collected Dialogues, op. cit., p. 1514.
25
M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., II, p. 401.

26

See “Vstreča s Puškinym ():

“My [Cvetaeva and Puškin]
rassmelis~ by i pobeali / Za ruku vniz po gore”, M.

Cvetaeva, Moj Puškin, Sankt Peterburg 2001, p. 119.
O. Mandel´štam, “Ne verja voskresenija čudu” (). Stichotvorenija,
op. cit., p. 64. Ironically enough, Mandel´štam, in denying the resurrection of the body, re-asserts that of the word.
28
Equivalences between the word and natural elements clearly refer to the
communion between poetic logos (stich) and pre-Socratic Logos (stichija);
the latter is made explicit in “Iskusstvo pri svete sovesti” (): “V
27

qem e otliqie hudoestvennogo proizvedeni ot proizvedeni prirody, po my ot dereva? Ni v qem. Kakimi
putmi truda i quda, no ono est~. Esm~!”, M. Cvetaeva,

Sočinenija, op. cit., II, p. 375; “Vskryla žili: neostanovimo” ()
re-states the aquatic essence of Cvetaeva’s logos:
“Nevozvratno,
neostanovimo, / Nevosstanovimo hlewet stih”, Ivi, p. 299.
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the poet in the flow of the word, is made explicit in
Cvetaeva’s correspondence with Rilke:
Smert~ po ta – voobwee nezakonna. Nasil~stven-na
smert~ po ta – qudoviwna. Puxkin (sobiratel~noe)
budet umirat~ stol~ko raz, skol~ko ego budut lbit~.
V kadom lbwem – zanovo. I v kadom lbwem –
veqno.
A segodn mne hoqets, qtoby Ril~ke govoril –
qerez men. to, v prostoreqi, nazyvaets perevod.
(Naskol~ko u nemcev luqxe – Nachdichten! Id po sledu
po ta, zanovo prokladyvat~ vs dorogu, kotoru
prokladyval on. Ibo, pust~ – nach (vsled), no – dichten!
– to qto vsegda zanovo. Nachdichten – zanovo prokladyvat~ dorogu po mgnovenno zarastawim sledam.) No
est~ u perevoda ewe drugoe znaqenie. Perevesti ne
tol~ko na (russki zyk, naprimer) no i qerez (reku).
 Ril~ke perevou na russku req~, kak on kogdanibud~ perevedet men na tot svet. Za reku – qerez
reku29 .

The identification of poetry with the sea, whose
cyclicity is opposed to the ever-changing Eraclitean
river, is found in “Poety s istoriej i poety bez istoriej”
():
Kogda idex~ k mor i k liriku, idex~ ne za
nevozvratnost~ teqeni, a za vozvratnost~ voln; ne
za nepovtorimost~ mgnoven~ i ne za neprehodwim,
a imenno za povtoremost~ morskih i liriqeskih
nepridvidennoste, za neizmennost~ smen i peremen,
za neminuemost~ sobstvennogo izumleni imi30 .

to the acmeist yearning for culture, Mandel´štam’s resurrectional (yet monodirectional) manifesto “ snovo
hoqu Katulla, Ovidii, Puxkina”32 , Cvetaeva abandons the verticality of remembrance and descends in the
baptismal font of poetry; fused with the logos, she acquires the primordial unity of Venus and becomes both
an instrument and an object of resurrection, the translator and the text.
The assertion of the permanence of both the poet
and the poetic word within a non-linear spatiotemporal model is reinforced by the parallel with the
latent subtext of these lines, Deržavin’s “Reka vremen”
Reka vremen v svoem stremlen~i
Unosit vse dela lde,
I topit v propasti zabven~
Narody carstva i care33 .

As opposed to the irretrievability of Deržavin’s river
of linear time, Cvetaeva’s panchronic sea-logos is an instrument of permanence in transience; its symbolic flow
does not erase (u-nosit) beings, but invests them with
transhistorical (za-vodit) permanence. As in Rilke’s fifth
sonnet, quoted by Cvetaeva in their correspondence,
the poet – Orpheus – resurrects in and through the word
in the diachronic daleko:

In the Homeric sea of poetry, the     
stained with the blood of Orpheus, the place of the poet
is on the seashore: writing poetry is waiting for the wave
that, coming izdaleka, will bring the mourning head
and lyre, being docilely submerged by that wave and
then re-emerge, rejuvenated, reborn in the word:

. . . Nam nezaqem iskat~
drugih imen. Kogda razdasts pen~e
raz navsegda my budem znat~ – Orfe.
(imenno to – Orfe powego i umirawego v kadom
po te –  imela v vidu na predyduwe stranice)34 .

On the other hand, as an instrument of potential
separation, taking the poet daleko, language emerges
Rodit~s (cel~ –
as a diabolic force that     “throws across” and
Mnoits!) – sest~ na mel~.
brings fracture within unity. Poetic language threatens
[. . . ]
Otbyl. . . Orfe. . . Arfist. . .
the unity of signifier and signified and searches for deviOtmel~ – nax notny list!31
ations within fixed meanings. Like the devil, poetic lanIn the liquid realm of poetry, mel´ (shallows) be- guage is a traducer: it violates words, forcing them into
comes mel (chalk): the liminal space between the ma- new forms and meanings, and brings far way (transrine izdaleka and the solid – terrestrial – world of the ducere) from traditional truths. Those who follow it
others is Cvetaeva’s grifel´naja doska, the slate tablet im- are doomed to walk a tortuous path, the curved line of
bued with the salt water of world culture. As opposed the comet.
29

32

30

33

Ivi, p. 350.
M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op. cit., IV, p. 406.
31
“S morja” (), Ivi, p. 112.

O. Mandel´štam, Stichotvorenija, op. cit., p. 409.
G.R. Deržavin, Stichotvorenija, Moskva 1957, p. 114.
34
M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op. cit., VII, p. 60.
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Thus, the poem’s polysemic intro marks the emergence of Cvetaeva’s logos as an entity defying traditional definitions of time and space. Christian linear
time is polemically substituted by Bergsonian “duration”, whose constant flow erases binary oppositions
between phenomenal (the transient poet) and noumenal being (the permanent word), while re-unifying them
within an active dialectic relationship.
Similarly, subversion of traditional cosmology
through the destabilizing power of the poetic logos imbues all the stanzas of the poem. As it will emerge from
my analysis, the semantic pattern unifying the six stanzas relies upon the interrelation between vertical movements, marking the subversion of fixed patterns, and
the deconstruction of the Kantian a priori, the horizontal axis of time and space. The Kantian cognitive frame
of being, annihilated through the rejection of causal
links and of homogeneous space, is substituted by a
Bergsonian (voluntaristic) spatio-temporal model. The
force marking the intersection of vertical and horizontal axes is represented by the comet, whose rebellious
path is an extreme expression of the Bergsonian èlan vital. This apparently disharmonic model, dominated by
disjunctions, generates its inner balances.
The second stanza starts with a brisk, upwards movement, signaled by the instrumental planetami, which
marks the passage from the marine horizontality (prostornost´) of daleko to “sidereal” verticality. The establishment of a vertical axis informs the marginal lines
of the stanza, as the initial planetami creates a thematic
link with komet, whereas the noun kolokol´nja functions
as a “terrestrial” indicator of the ascensional orientation
of the stanza.
Refusal of causal links dominates the first two lines,
as the juxtaposition of planetami and primetami and the
reiterated use of ellipses defy logical consequentiality,
while pointing to the existence of arbitrary, voluntaristic links between phenomena.
As a corollary to temporal non linearity, spatial fragmentation is introduced by the preposition meždu,
shifting the emphasis from arrival (da i net) to deviation, from the static ineluctability of linear paths to
the tortuous mutability of the inbetween, the perdition of the diabolic word. Defiance of traditional space
and time culminates in the subversion of physical laws,



condensed in the anti-Galilean “On, dae razmahnuvxis~ s kolokol~ni/krk vymoroqit”; in the voluntaristic reshaping of time and space, deviated in the
act of falling, the irreversible geometry of the Kantian a
priori 35 , a pre-existing condition of our perceptions, is
subverted by the poet’s impetus of life.
In the anti-Galilean rebellion of the poet-weight,
time is reconceptualized through spatial images: the inclined axis is a response to the straightforward progression of traditional time, annihilating the past as it advances towards its end36 .
The inescapability of the descensional path (for
Mandel´štam a symbol of the being-for-death) is violated by Cvetaeva’s logos, whose realm is not the univocal linearity of da i net, the beginning and the end of
Christian time, but the tortuous vse-vremennost´ of the
in-between, the endless possibilities of the panchronic
word. Led far away by the diabolic word, the poet zabluždaetsja and chooses the perdition of polisemy over
the laws of salvation.
The reversal of Mandel´štamian spatiality is made
even more radical by the semantic equivalence between
falling and birth as it is established in the Sybill cycle:
K grudi moe,
Mladenec, l~ni:
Roden~e – paden~e v dni.
S zaoblaqnyh nigdexnih skal,
Mladenec mo,
Kak nizko pal!
Ty duhom byl, ty prahom stal37 .

35

Compare Bergson’s polemic account of Kantian fixed spatiality as opposed to Cvetaeva’s flexible frame: “With Kant, space is given as a readymade form of our perceptive quality – a veritable deus ex-machina, of
which we see neither how it arises, nor why it is what it is rather than
anything else”, H. Bergson, The Creative Evolution, op. cit., p. 205.
36
On the other hand, besides rewriting Kantian cognitive theory, the joyful bezzakonnost´ of Cvetaeva’s poet defies the tragic irretrievability of
Mandel´štam’s falling bodies: “ quvstvu nepobedimy strah
/ V prisutstvii tainstvennyh vysot”, “Pešechod” (), O.
Mandel´štam, Stichotvorenija, op. cit., p. 35; “Paden~e – neizmenny sputnik straha, / I samy strah est~ quvstvo pustoty. / Kto kamni nam brosaet s vysoty – / I kamen~ otricaet igo praha?”, “Paden´e neizmennyj sputnik stracha” (), Ivi,
37

p. 130.
“Sivilla – mladencu” (), M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., I, p.
191. Nonetheless, in “Bez zova, bes slova” (), the death of Blok is
described as a falling from a roof; on the other hand, death is dialectically
overcome by a hint to rebirth: “Bez zova, bez slova, – /Kak
krovel~wik padaet s kryx./A moet byt~, snova/Prixel,
– v kolybeli leix~?”, Ivi, p. 72.
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Thus, not only does the deviation of falling subvert
physical laws: it reverts both symbolic spatial balances
and temporal cyclicity. In prolonging his path, the poet
refuses to precipitate into this life, i.e. to re-descend into
the blindness of the cave.
The spatio-temporal voluntarism of the first lines becomes embodied in the comet, whose appearance in the
poetic space deconstructs causal and scriptorial links,
as the enjambment ibo put´ komet//poetov put´ erases
the natural consequentiality of the causal preposition
at both the logical and the iconic level38 .
The structural and iconic organization of the second
38

stanza is mirrored in the fifth: intratextual cohesion is
achieved through the transitional clause ibo put´ komet,
occupying the same slot, and the reiterated use of ellipses; as in the second stanza, the spatial axis is dominated by the passage from the chthonian horizontality
of v kamennom grobu to the verticality of kak derevo v
svoej krase. The ascensional, resurrectional movement
is followed by a refusal of causality, the non-sequitur of
organic life (derevo) within inorganic death (kamennyj
grob).
The tree’s acensional qualities disclose a Rilkean subtext. In fact, as Cvetaeva writes in her second letter to
the German poet (12th May, )39 :

Besides subverting linear time and space, the comet is itself a diachronic
product, as different subtexts intersect in this motif. Puškin’s “Portret”
() may represent one of the sources of Cvetaeva’s rebellious star: “S

Tvo “Orfe”. Perva stroqka:
I derevo seb pererastalo. . .
Vot ona, velika lepota (velikolepie). I kak  to
zna! Derevo vyxe samogo seb, derevo pererastaet
seb, – potomu takoe vysokoe. Iz teh, o kotoryh Bog
– k sqast~ – ne zabotits (sami o sebe zabotts!)
i kotorye rastut prmo v nebo, v semidestoe (u nas,
russkih, ih – sem~!).

svoe pylawe duxo, / S svoimi burnymi strastmi,
/ O eny Severa, me vami / Ona vlets poro / I
mimo vseh uslovi sveta / Stremits do utrati sil, /
Kak bezzakonna kometa / V krugu rasqislennyh svetil”,

Puškin, Sobranie sočinenij v četyrech tomach, Moskva-Leningrad 1936, II,
p. 509 [my emphasis]. It is worth noting that, in Cvetaeva’s appropriation of the Puškinian bezzakonnost´, defiance of conventions (mimo vsech
uslovij sveta) is stripped of its romantic aura (see s svoimi burnymi strastjami) and transfigured into overt subversion of physical laws; the rewriting of the Kantian a priori dilates the semantic and physical borders of
svet while investing them with the cosmological allure of vselennost´. In
this respect, a subtext coherent with Cvetaeva’s cosmological urgency is
Apollon Grigor´ev’s “Kometa” (): “Kogda sred~ sonma zvezd,
razmerenno i strono, / Kak zvukov pereliv, odna vosled
drugo, / Opredelenny put~ sverkawih spokono, /
Kometa poletit~ nepravil~no qerto, / Nedosozdanna,
vs polna razdora, / Nevznuzdannyh stihi neistovogo
spora, / Gor ewe sama i na puti svoem / Groz inym zvezdam stremlen~em i ognem, / Qto nudy e togda do obwego
smuweni, / Do razruxeni garmonii?.. Ona / Iz lona
otqego, iz rodnika tvoren~ / V sozdan~ strony krug
bor~bo poslana, / Da soverxit putem bor~by i ispytan~, / Cel~ oqiweni i cel~ samosoznan~”, A. Grigor´ev,

Stichotvorenija. Poemy. Dramy, Sankt Peterburg 2001, p. 54. The
morpho-semantic texture of the poem encloses the main semantic clusters of Cvetaeva’s “Poety”: spatial displacement is clearly expressed in
“kometa poletit nepravil´noj čertoj” which synthesizes both the images
of deviation at the beginning of the poem (okol´nych pritč, krjuk vymoročit) and the “poetics of crookedeness” at the end of the last stanza
(tvoja stezja, grivastaja, krivaja). Disharmonic tensions, which in Cvetaeva’s poem represent a cohesive lexico-semantic element, are made
explicit in the spatial and moral friction between the straightforward
axis of the fixed stars, “opredelennyj put´ sverkajuščich spokojno”, and
the inclined axis represented by “nepravil´noj čertoj-nedosozdannajanevznuzdannych”; the destructive potential of the comet, expressed in
the lines “Gor ewe sama i na puti svoem / Groz inym zvezdam stremlen~em i ognem” is clearly echoed in Cvetaeva’s “žža, a
ne sogrevaja, / rvja, a ne vzraščivaja – vzryv i vzlom”, whose acoustic
texture relies on the same z/gr alliteration. The cathartic implications
of the comet’s path, made explicit by the acensional orientation of vzryv
and vzlom and by the prosody of fire in the context of Cvetaeva’s ouvre
(see below), are clearly stated also in the final lines of Grigor´ev’s poem,
the purifying cupio dissolvi marking the diachronic intersection of the

The analogies between the image of the tree and the
poet, prompted by Cvetaeva’s self identification with
Rilke’s sonnet, become incarnate in the Sybill’s body,
a tree burning with the word:
Sibilla: vybyla, sivilla: zev
Doli i gibeli! Drevo me dev.
Deravnym derevom v lesu nagom –
Snaqala derevom xumel ogon~40 .

Like the tree, which mediates between aerial and
chthonian space, “between the radiant solar enlightenment of Apollus and the somber subterranean knowledge of Dyonisus”41 , the poet is a medium between past
and future (izdaleka and daleko), hypo and hyperuranium, the death of the cave and the life of the seventh
heaven42 .
two comets: “Da soverxit putem bor~by i ispytan~,/Cel~
oqiweni i cel~ samosoznan~”.
39

M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op. cit., VI, p. 59.
M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., I, p. 189.
41
O.P. Hasty, Tsvetaeva’s Orphic Journeys in the Worlds of the Word,
Evanston 1996, p. 148.
42
In “Iskusstvo pri svete sovesti” (), on the other hand, the Rilkean
subtext blends with Bergsonian “creative evolution”, as nature and culture (poetic creation) are fused in an ontological continuum:
“V

40

qem e otliqie hudoestvennogo proizvedeni ot proizvedeni prirody, po my ot dereva? Ni v qem. Kakimi
putmi truda i quda, no ono est~. Esm~!”, M. Cvetaeva,

Sočinenija, op. cit., II, p. 375.
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Interestingly enough, Mandel´štam’s account of
Temporal deconstruction, expressed by the nonconsequentiality of life (the tree) within death (the Bergson’s works focuses on the same shift from exterprison), leads to spatial fragmentation and to the rar- nal causality to inner unity:
efied space of disappearance: tot, č´j sledy vsegda prostyli
Bergson rassmatrivaet vlenine v pordke ih podqi/ tot poezd na kotoryj vse / opazdyvajut. . . , with the last
neni zakonu vremenno posledovatel~nosti, a kak by
line implying a mutual disharmony, an absence of temv pordke ih prostranstvenno protennosti. Ego
interesuet isklqitel~no vnutrenn svz~ vleni.
poral and spatial coordination.
tu svz~ on osvobodaet ot vremeni i rassmaThe poet’s disappearance, far from being a concestrivaet otdel~no. Takim obrazom, svzannye medu
sobo vleni obrazut kak by veer, stvorki kosion either to Deržavin’s “Reka vremen” or the Lermontorogo mono razvernut~ vo vremeni, no v to e vrem
43
tovian “ b hotel zabyt~s i zasnut~” is a movoni poddats umopostigaemomu svertyvani. Uping forward 44 , a necessary corollary to the panchrony of
odoblenie obedinennyh vo vremeni vleni takomu
veeru podqerkiavet tol~ko ih vnutrenn svz~ i
the word. In anticipating the dynamics of linear movevmesto problemy priqinnosti [. . . ] vydvigaet probment, the poet is the consequence preceding the cause,
lemu svzi 47 .
a phenomenon, whose genesis – whose traces – cannot
The erasure of external links between phenomena
be tracked, for it does not belong to the realm of logic:
(razvejannye zven´ja) allows for the emergence of their
Po t est~ otvet [. . . ] Otvet ne na udar, a na kolebanie inner cohesion (svjaz´ ego), while emancipating them
vozduha – vewi ewe ne dvinuwes. Otvet na do-udar. from the constraints of linear progression. Within a
I ne otvet, a do-otvet. Vsegda na vlenie, nikogda na
theoretical frame dominated by indipendent entities,
vopros. Samo vlenie i est~ vopros [. . . ] Ran~xe,
qem bylo (bylo-to vsegda, tol~ko do vremeni ewe ne the ontological quality of single events prevails upon
doxlo, – tak tot bereg ewe ne doxel do paroma). Ot- their function within a logical chain: the past does not
togo ruka po ta tak qasto i povisaet v vozduhe, qto
upor – vo vremeni – ewe ne suwestvuet (nicht vorhan- serve as the conditio sine qua non for the irretrievable
den)45 .
march of the present, but acquires an intrinsic, absolute
Dis-harmony, dis-connection become manifest in the value that leads to its preservation in the transtemporal
third stanza. The line Razvejannye zven´ja / pričinnosti journeys of the poet. As Mandel´štam observes in his
– vot svjaz´ ego!, in re-establishing a paradoxical har- analysis of Bergson:
mony, marks the abandoning of terrestrial burdens and
the beginning of the poet’s ascension. The oxymoronic
ment it falls under the glance of the intellect, whose eyes are ever turned
quality of these lines, although peculiar to Cvetaeva,
to the rear [. . . ] if our action be one that involves the whole of our perdiscloses a hint to Bergson’s antideterminism46 .
son and is truly ours, it could not have been foreseen, even though its
43

See “Vychožu odin ja na dorogu” (). M. Lermontov, Sobranie
sočinenij v 4-ch tomach, Moskva , I, p. 543.
44
See “Poet i vremja” (): “zapozdat~ v iskusstve nel~z,
samo iskusstvo, ue samo est~ prodvienie”, M. Cvetaeva,
Sočinenija, op. cit., II, p. 360 [my emphasis]. On the other hand, the
ephemerality of the poet’s traces may point to his non-earthly nature:
in “Ty prochodiš na zapad solnca” () the disembodied footsteps of
Christ-Blok are suddenly covered by a snowstorm “Ty prohodix~
na zapad solnca / Ty uvidix~ veqerni svet. / Ty prohodix~ na zapad solnca / I metel~ zametaet sled”, Ivi, p.

66. See also “Epos i lirika sovremennoj Rossii” in M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op. cit., IV, p. 376: “timi svoimi bystrymi nogami
Makovski uxagal daleko za naxu sovremennost~ i gde-to
za kakim-to povorotom dolgo ewe nas budet dat~”.
45

M. Cvetaeva, “Iskusstvo pri svete sovesti” (), Idem, Sočineija, op.
cit., II, p. 395.
46
“As soon as we go out of the encasings in which radical mechanism and
radical finalism confine our thought, reality appears as a ceaseless upspringing of something new, which has no sooner arisen to make the
present than it has already fallen back into the past; at this exact mo-

antecedents explain it when once it has been accomplished. And though
it be the realizing of an intention, it differs, as a present and new reality,
from the intention, which can never aim at anything but recommencing or rearranging the past. Mechanism and finalism are therefore, here,
only external views of our conduct. They extract its intellectuality. But
our conduct slips between them and extends much further. Once again,
this does not mean that free action is capricious, unreasonable action.
To behave according to caprice is to oscillate mechanically between two
or more ready-made alternatives and at length to settle on one of them;
it is no real maturing of an internal state, no real evolution; it is merely
– however paradoxical the assertion may seem – bending the will to imitate the mechanism of the intellect. A conduct that is truly our own, on
the contrary, is that of a will which does not try to counterfeit intellect,
and which, remaining itself – that is to say, evolving – ripens gradually into acts which the intellect will be able to resolve indefinitely into
intelligible elements without ever reaching its goal”, H. Bergson, The
Creative Evolution, op. cit., p. 358. On the other hand, the philosophic
orientation of these lines is multifaceted, as they may disclose a polemic
reference to Kantian intelligence, defined by Bergson as “preminently a
faculty of
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Vospominanie tela
O neizmenno otqizne50 .

Nauka, postroenna na principe svzi, a ne priqinnosti, izbavlet nas ot durno beskoneqnosti volucionno teorii, ne govor ue o ego vul~garnom prihvostne – teorii progressa. Dvienie beskoneqno
cepi vleni bez naqala i konca est~ imenno durna
beskoneqnost~, niqego ne govorwa umu, ime-wemu
edinstva i svzi48 .

As opposed to Mandel´štam’s harmonic anabasis to
the native star, Cvetaeva’s chaothic ascension, prompted
by a voluntaristic violation of fixed balances (“the laws
of destiny”), and not by natural completion of the latThe creative freedom entailed in the Bergsonian
ter (“his appointed time”), does not coincide with the
model shapes Cvetaeva’s voluntaristic rewriting of cosreestablishing of a primordial harmony, but with its
mic balances: her transtemporal oscillations between
polemic destabilization. Yet disjunction is functional
the realms of izdaleka and daleko do represent a dito reunion, as the abolishing of causal links allows for
rect manifestation of the anti-Darwinistic rejection of
the re-emergence of a temporal continuum (the percausal links. Within a model devoided of the immovonačalnye zven´ja of panchrony) and for the recreation
bility of causality, i.e. the “oscillation between two or
of the Presocratic whole, the sea-logos of poetry.
more ready-made choices” (“medu da i net”), deviaOn the other hand, Cvetaeva’s rereading of stellar imtion (perdition in the word) is a free choice, the celebraagery does not erase the Platonic subtext behind the
tion of intuition over intelligence49 .
equivalence between souls and stars; in particular, the
On the other hand, images of disjunction (razvejanlatter clarifies the vertical orientation of the poem while
nye zven´ja) within a stellar context contrast with one
confirming the identification of the lower world with
of Mandel´štam’s early post-symbolist poems, “Dušu ot
the blindness of the cave.
vnešnich uslovij” ():
After the discarding of terrestrial burdens – the links
of causality –, the poem’s ascensional tensions, introDuxu ot vnexnih uslovi
Osvobodit~  ume:
duced in the second stanza by planetami, are reinforced
Pen~e – kipenie krovi –
by an imperious upwards movement (kverch lbom!),
Slyxu – i bystro hmele.
which culminates in the refusal of spatio-temporal preI vexestva, mne rodnogo,
dictability (poetovy zatmen´ja ne predugadany kalenGde-to na grani tomlen~,
darem). The vertical deixis of kverch points to the
V cep~ soqetats snova
spatial divide between mundane and poetic dimension
Pervonaqal~nye zven~.
and, within the extensive dialectics of high and low, reTam, v bespristranstvom fire,
locates the poet on the non-terrestrial level of verticalVzvexeny suwnosti naxi –
ity, while anticipating the metaphysical geography of
Broxeny zvezdnye giri
Na zadroavxie qaxi;
“Novogodnee” () and “Poema vozducha” ()51 .
I, v likovan~i predela,
Est~ upoenie izni:
48
49

50

Ivi, p. 125. As Ronen (An Approach to Mandel´štam, Jerusalem 1983,
p. 144) points out, the subtext of this poem is Plato’s Timaeus, with
its notion of the equivalence between souls and stars (“Animas nostras
partes esse caeli” – Plin, Nat. Hist. II.XXVI): “into the cup in which he
had previously mingled the soul of the universe he [the creator] poured
the remains of the elements and mingled them in much the same manner. . . And having made it he divided the whole mixture into souls equal
in number to the stars, and assigned each soul to a star; and having
there placed them as in a chariot, he showed them the nature of the universe, and declared to them the laws of destiny [. . . ] He who lived well
during his appointed time was to return and dwell in his native star”,
Ibidem. Compare Cvetaeva’s orpanhood in “Poety 2”: “qto e mne
delat~ slepcu i posynku/v mire gde kady i otq i zrq”.
The network of latent correspondences between the two poems seems to
confirm the Platonic subtext behind the “Poety” cycle (see above).

51

“Kak Kolumb zdorovas~ / S novo zemle – / Vozduhom,
Hodqie / Istiny zabud~!”, M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., I,

Ibidem.
Similarly, the refusal of Darwinism that informs Mandel´štam’s late production draws on the principles of Bergsonian voluntarism; for this aspect, see also M. Gasparov, “Vos´mistišija Mandel´štama”, Smert´ i bessmert´e poeta, Moskva 2001, pp. 47–54. In defying the ineluctability of a fixed path, the polemic regression celebrated in “Lamark”
(), although entailing a descensional movement, is equivalent,
in its theoretical motivations, to Cvetaeva’s stellar deviations: “Na
podvino lestnice Lamarka /  zamu posledn stupen~. // K kol~qecam spuwus~ i k usonogim, / Proxurxav
sred~ weric i zme, / Po uprugim shodnm, po izlogom
/ Sokrawus~, isqeznu, kak Prote. // Rogovu manti
nadenu, / Ot gorqe krovi otkaus~, Obrastu prisoskami
i v penu / Okeana zavitkom vop~s~”, O. E. Mandel´štam, Sti-

chotvorenija, op. cit., p. 183.

p. 441.
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While “Razvennye zven~/Priqinnosti – vot
svz~ ego! Kverh lbom” sets the spatial transition
from terrestrial to ethereal geography, the impossible
forecasting of the eclipsis (otčajates´!), besides disclosing a hint to Puškin (“solnce russkoj poezii”)52 , marks
the passage from the dry causality of linear time (condensed in the calendar), to voluntarism as the moving
force of the poetic wor(l)d. A contradictory synthesis
is thus achieved between the hyperuranic aura of the
star and its rebellious – transient – path. As unpredictability (nepredugadannost´) defines the ontological
borders of becoming and separates them from the immutability of the thing-in-itself, the perfection of the
fixed stars, Kant’s “Best Welt”, is polemically invested
with the traits of phenomenal being. In establishing
a substantial equivalence between herself and a manifestation of becoming, Cvetaeva embraces the flow of
being, the reka-reč, while refusing Nietzschean remedies
against the “terror” of becoming. Mandel´štam’s stone,
the metaphysical refuge against the erosion of void, is
substituted with ethereal space, the realm of the poetflyer who is not afraid to precipitate, for he can pervert
space.
Superhomistic acceptance of void dominates the
sixth stanza, whose marginal lines create a distanced
ring with stanza III. The inner disjunction of the
two couples of verbs, žža, a ne sogryvaja/ rvja, a ne
vzraščivaja – vzryv i vzlom! marks the monodirectionality of destruction, whereas the absence of harmonic
complementarity, signaled by the presence of the disjunction a, points to the definitive reversal of Kantian
“Best Welt”. The dynamics of the poet-comet, whose
destructive movement is not followed by reconstruction, closely resemble those of Cvetaeva’s horse, a symbol of poetry, which, like the comet, is grivastyj:
Poirawi ogon~ – mo kon~!
On kopytami ne b~et, ne ret.
Gde mo kon~ dohnul – rodnik ne b~et
Gde mo kon~ mahnul – trava ne rastet.

Oh, ogon~ na nem – nesyty ezdok!
S krasno grivo svilis~ volosa. . .
Ogneva polosa – v nebesa!53.

As Cvetaeva hints in her sixth letter to Rilke, the
complex relation between the horse and its rider is analogous to the functional interchangeability between the
poet and the word54 and leads to the creation of a third,
synthetical entity: “Tvo vsadnik! Ibo vsadnik ne
tot, kto sidit na lowadi, vsadnik – oba vmeste,
novy obraz, neqto ne byvxee ran~xe, ne vsadnik i
kon~: vsadnik-kon~ i kon~-vsadnik: VSADNIK”55 .

Similarly, the comet, in leading the others in their
path, becomes a symbol of both the poet and language
and of their transtemporal shifts as either text or translator. Like language, the comet is a deviating (diabolic)
force; like the poet, it is an ambivalent entity, bringing
both union, as it leads to the Messiah, and disunion, as
it threatens the straightforward axis of the other stars.
And like the horse’s flame (v nebesa!), the comet’s path,
a condensation of the terror of becoming, is manifestly
vertical, as it is revealed by the morphological texture of
vzryv and vzlom (vz-).
The ascensional implications of the two nouns
clearly hint to the cathartical and creative value of destruction as opposed to the sterile fixity of Kantian stars.
The impetuous erosion of fixed borders is a prerogative
of the true poet, whose words annihilate (vzryvaet) preconstructed categories (the shadows of the cave, time
and space), while substituting them for true forms:
“Nacional~nost~ –

razdvigaet ee predely, qto vse (i byvxie, i suwie)
zaklqats v nee”56 .

The oxymoronic equivalence between deflagration –
the erasure of borders – and creation, – the dilation of
all borders to form an all-embracing whole – is reinforced by the phonetic similarities between vzraščivaja
and vzryv57 .
53

Oh, ogon~ mo kon~ – nesyty edok!
52

See also Mandel´štam’s “Kogda v teploj noči zamiraet” () on the
death of Puškin:
“to solnce noqnoe horonit / Bozbudenna igrami qern~, / Vozvrawas~ s polnoqnogo pira /
Pod gluhie udary kopyt”, O. Mandel´štam, Stichotvorenija, op.

cit., p. 72.

to ot- i zaklqennost~. Or-

fe vzryvaet nacional~nost~ ili nastol~ko xiroko

“Požirajuščij ogon´ – moj kon´!” (). M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op.
cit., I, p. 116 [my emphasis].
54
See also O.P. Hasty, Tsvetaeva’s Orphic Journeys, op. cit., p. 154.
55
M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op. cit., VII, p. 60.
56
From Cvetaeva’s sixth letter to Rilke, Ivi, p. 66.
57
It is interesting to observe that in his  article on Andrè Chenier,
Mandel´štam quotes “explosion” (vzryv) as a defining trait of Romantic
poetics: “A romantiqeska po tika predpolagaet vzryv, explosion, neoidannost~, iwet ffekta, nepredusmotrenno
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The constructive potential of explosion is part of Cvetaeva’s self-consciousness as a poet: in her aesthetics of
natural elements, fire clearly emerges as a hypostasis
of the word, whose ambivalent power, both destructive
and resurrectional, points to the ethical necessity of the
poet’s self-immolation.
In “Moim sticham, napisannym tak rano” (),
the deflagrating potential of the word is clearly stated
in the first stanza: “Moim stiham, napisannym tak

into unenlightened death of descension.
The temporal disharmony of these lines – the non sequitur of destruction – is coupled by the spatial disharmony of the third line, tvoja stezja, grivastaja krivaja,
an extreme formulation of the poetics of deviation. An
ideal counterpart of Christ-Blok’s firm path - nerušima
tvoja stezja62 – Cvetaeva’s diabolic non linearity will then
contaminate Mandel´štam’s sardonic self-portrait63 :
to kaka ulica?
Ulica Mandel~xtama.
Qto za famili qertova!
Kak ee ni vyvertyva
Krivo zvuqit, a ne prmo.
Malo v nem bylo linenogo
Nrava on ne bylo lilelovo,
I potomu to ulica
Ili, verne, to ma64
Tak i zovets po imeni
togo Mandel~xtama.

rano,/Qto i ne znala , qto  – po t,/Sorvavxims,
58

; in
“Čto drugim ne nužno – nesite mne” (), a celebration of the creative and purifying power of destruction59 , the ascensional – cathartical – orientation
is made explicit by the reiteration of vysoko: “Vysoko
kak bryzgi iz fontana,/Kak iskry iz raket”

gor – i gor dotla!/I da budet vam noq~ –
svetla!/Ledno koster – ognevo fontan!/Vysoko
nesu svo vysoki stan,/ Vysoko nesu svo vysoki

Interestingly enough, the refusal of straightness inin “Sivilla”, forms also Mandel´štam’s self-definition in “Grifel´naja
the word-fire burns the Sybill’s body: “Sivilla: oda” ()65 :
san/ – Sobesednicy i Naslednicy!”60 ;

vyena, sivilla: stvol./Vse pticy vymerli, no
bog voxel [. . . ] Sivilla: vybyla, sivilla: zev/

Kto ? Ne kamen~wik prmo,
Ne krovel~wik, ne korabel~wik;
Dvuruxnik , s dvono duxo.
 noqi drug,  dn zastrel~wik.

Doli i gibeli – Drevo me dev./ Deravnym
derevom v lesu nagom – snaqala derevom xumel
ogon~”61 .

On the other hand, as the poet’s incandescent initiation in the word is counterbalanced by ascension (the
verticality of vysoko gorju and of the Sybill-tree), martyrdom contains the germs of resurrection: deflagration
is death into enlightened life, as opposed to the birth
akustiki i nikogda ne znaet, vo qto e samo obhodits
pesn”, “Zametki o Šen´e”, O. Mandel´štam, Stichotvorenija, op. cit.,

p. 490. Interestingly enough, all of these characteristics can be easily referred to Cvetaeva’s poetry, which was clearly influenced by the Romantic literary legacy. The romantic aura of this word has been pointed out
also by T. Venclova (“Almost a Hundred Years Later: Toward a Comparison of Karolina Pavlova and Marina Cvetaeva”, Essays on Karolina
Pavlova, Evanston 2001, pp. 187–214) apropos of the similarities between Cvetaeva and K. Pavlova: “Both women favour the word vzryv
(explosion, burst), which corresponds to the general intensely romantic
tone of their works”.
58
M. Cvetaeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., p. 45.
59
Notice that apocalyptical associations mark the same genesis of Cvetaeva: “Krasno kist~ / rbina zaglas~ / padali list~/

A functional equivalent of Mandel´štam’s negative
definition of the poet, Cvetaeva’s fourth, assertive stanza
is linked to the poem’s intro through the semantic
equivalence between “poet” and the periphrasis “on tot,
kto”.
The semantics of displacement dominate the four
lines at both the spatial (smešivaet) and the ontological
level (obmanyvaet) and reenact the symbolic deviation
produced by duplication66 in Mandel´štam’s oda.
62

“Ty prochodiš´ na zapad solnca”,1916, Ivi, p. 66.
“Eto kakaja ulica?” (), O. Mandel´štam, Stichotvorenija, op. cit., p.
209 [my emphasis].
64
Notice the indirect (?) reference to Cvetaeva’s lines: “Ne qislwims

63

v vaxih spravoqnikah, / Im svaloqna ma – dom”.
65

O. Mandel´štam, Stichotvorenija, op. cit., p. 90.
66
As Ronen (An Approach, op. cit., pp. 198–99) points out, the dualism inherent in Mandel´štam’s autodescription has its model in Orphic
poetry. Similarly, Cveateva’s poet, a reincarnation of Orpheus in the
 rodilas~/Sporili sotni kolokolov/Den~ byl subbottranstemporal continuum of the word, is an oxymoronic entity, acting
ni: Ioann Bogoslov”, Ivi, p. 64. In perturbating natural order, the
as both a medium and an iconoclast. Forced into form by the probirth of the poet closely resembles the destructive dialetics of the tetradic
teiform hands of the poet (dvurušnik), reality is either dismembered,
sequence of gerunds: “žža . . . a ne vzraščivaja”.
as it happens in these lines, or recomposed. Thus, in “Orfej” ()
60
Ivi, p. 99.
the disordering force of “Poety” (on tot, kto smešivaet karty) is trans61
Ivi, p. 189.
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In this fourth stanza, transcendence of physical constraints (obmanyvaet ves i sčet), torn to pieces like Orpheus’ body, anticipates the poet’s impalpability in “ Čto
že mne delat´ slepcu i posynku”: “Qto e mne delat~
[. . . ] S to nevesomost~/V mire gir~/ [. . . ] S to
bezmernost~/ V mire mer?! ”. The Platonic subtext of
these lines is confirmed by contextual occurrences, as in
the “Sybill” cycle “weight” and “measure” are sad companions of the falling into (unenlightened) life:

delo portnyh [. . . ]

Razve strast~ – delit~ na

qasti?/Qasovwik , ili vraq?”70 .

While these first two lines develop the “poetics of ascension” of the third stanza, in the subsequent lines, displacement is realized through role reversal, which couples the morpho-semantic inversion in the first stanza
(poet-poeta): the poet’s asking (sprašivaet s party) reverses traditional “teacher-student” dialectics71 , whereas
the iconoclastic - futuristic – aggression against Kant
(Kanta nagolovu b´et) externalizes Cvetaeva’s radical rePlaq~ malen~ki: roden~e v ves!
thinking of Kantian cosmology. It is interesting to observe that, as in the previous stanzas, defiance of fixed
Gde zalei ego wedrot?
models is reinforced by the vertical orientation of the
Plaq~ malen~ki: roden~e v sqet,
actions, sprašivat´ s party, bit´ nagolovu, which imply an
I v krov~,
ascensional movement of the body.
I v pot67 .
The image of the poet asking questions is a
metonymic
transposition of the essence of poetry, an
As weight marks the descension into the cave, emancipation from its mortal burden accompanies the glori- enigma (zagadka), that, in Cvetaeva’s disjuncted unious ascension of the poet-vozduchoborec of “Poema voz- verse, has no solutions, because it transcends (za-gadka)
fixed answers:
ducha” ():
Esli by mne togda sovsem poverit~, qto on destvitel~no ne znaet, mono bylo by podumat~, qto po t
iz vseh lde tot, kto niqego ne znaet, raz dae u
men, rebenka, spraxivaet. [. . . ] Nastoqivy vopros
stihi obraxaet v zagadku i zadaqu, i esli kadoe stihotvorenie samo est~ zagadka i zadaqa, to ne ta zagadka, na kotoru gotova otgadka, i ne ta zadaqa, na
kotoru otvet v zadaqnike72 .

Slava tebe, dopustivxemu brexi:
Bol~xe ne vexu.
Slava tebe, obvalivxemu kryxu:
Bol~xe ne slyxu.
Solncepriqastna, bol~xe
ne wur~s~.
Duh! Ne duxu u!
Tverdoe telo est~ mertvoe telo:
Ottgotela68.

While unpredictability (nepredugadannost´) marks
Similarly, in “Novogodnee” (), immeasurability the ontological borders of the poet-comet, poetry sig(bezmernost´) marks the divide between the world of nals the dialectical overcoming of the two poles of
contingency and the non-terrestrial dimension, identi70
Ivi, p. 416. Yet the Platonic subtext behind these lines does not exhaust
fied with the vertical axis (vysota):
the spectrum of their possible meanings; besides defining the wholeness
of the true forms as opposed to the fragmented shadows of the worldcave (the byt), “bezmernost´” may allude to črezmernost´, the defiance of
Horace’s measure in favour of the communion with the stichija-stich, a
distinguishing trait of Cvetaeva’s poet: from the symbolic potlàc of “Čto
drugim ne nužno nesite mne” (“Vse dolno sgoret~ na moem
ogne”), to the poetics of self-donation of Mary Magdalene; from her
black Puškin (“Quvstvo mery? / Quvstvo mor”) to the selfimmolation of “Vskryla žily”, the poet is the one who empties into the
sea of poetry to enundate it with his blood-logos. In the osmotic relation
between the poet and the word, death is functional to rebirth and emptiness leads to complete fusion (refilling) with the archè: [about the Sybill]

Kak tebe smexny (komu) “dolno byt~”, (Mne e)
dolny byt~, s vysoty bez mery Naxi Bellev i
Bel~vedery69.

A corollary to the fragmentation of contingency as
opposed to a philosophical all-embracing whole, measurability is fiercely refused, as it happens in “Poema gory” (): “Qastnosti melom/Otmeqat~ –

“Moi ili issknut, moi kosti vysohnut, no GOLOS, GOLOS – ostavit mne sud~ba!”, from a letter to Bachrach dated June

figured into Sapho’s reordering, recomposing embrace:

“Prostovoloso lesbnki,/Byt~ moet, vytnula set~?”, M. Cve-

taeva, Sočinenija, op. cit., I, p. 171.
67
“Sivilla – Mladencu” (). Ivi, p. 191.
68
Ivi, p. 443.
69
Ivi. p. 262.

5th ; M. Cvetaeva, Sobranie, op. cit., VI, p. 561.
Compare the symbolist treatment of the poet-people (narod) relationship as a teacher-student, sower-soil relation and the radical rethinking
enacted by Cvetaeva.
72
M. Cvetaeva, Moj Puškin, op. cit., p. 53 [author’s emphasis].
71
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the thesis (Kantian metaphysics, the triumph of predugadannost´) and the antithesis (ne-predugadannost´):
it is a za-gadka, a mobile entity declining into action
(trans-passing) the stasis of negation. In the passage
from negation (ne-predugadannost´) to affirmation (zagadka), poetry erases the possibility to cristallyze the
flow of becoming (the flow of logos) in the fixity of
pre-dictions (gadanie); like the anti-Galilean body of
the second stanza, it refuses the immobility of da i net
(“otvet v zadačnike”) and deviates in the space beyond,
the ineffable realm of enigmas.
In the cyclical flow of poetry, the beginning and the
end, the question and the answer, are blurred points on
a tortuous line: every question is a response to previous questions (the wave that comes izdaleka) and the
solidity of any answer will be swept away by the next
wave, the one that goes daleko and rejuvenates the transparence of dictions (gadanie) into the awkward grace of
enigmas.
Thus, the conditio sine qua non (the answer?) of the
poet’s questions is the rejection of Kantian reason and

of its links between cause and phenomenon, questions
and explanations. In this respect, the poet-iconoclast,
although resounding with a Majakovskjan subtext (“
radostno plnu, plnu v lico vam/ bescennyh
slov tranir i mot”)73 ,

is alien to the Puškinian dialectics of poet vs cern´ entailed in Majakovskij’s invective74 . Rather, the symbolic implications of Cvetaeva’s
gesture are clearly those of a patricide, and one that resembles Plato’s “killing” of Parmenides in the Sophist.
For Cvetaeva’s cosmology to emerge, Kant’s cognitive
theory has to be deconstructed and substituted by a
new, flexible model based on intuition, the ability to supersede links, rather than on intelligence, the ability to
establish connections. The erasure of deictic constraints
emancipates the poet from the bonds of sej-čas and allows for the immersion in the panchronic sea of poetry.
In the communion with the archè, the old temporal
connections are substituted by a new, immortal link:
the symbolic conjoinment of hands between words of
the present and words of the past.
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73

“Nate!” (), V. Majakovskij, Sobranie, op. cit., I, p. 114. Notice
that for both Cvetaeva and Majakovskij access to the word justifies iconoclastic behaviour.
74
On the other hand, Puškinian antagonism between the poet and the
others (see in “Moj Puškin”: “ podelila mir na po ta i - vseh,
i vybrala – po ta”; Moj Puškin, op. cit., p. 25) dominates the
second and the third poems of the cycle.

